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JUNEAU dick nelson has spent
more than 25 years learning from the
environment and people of alaska
and in that quarter century he has
learned many things he has
discovered plants animals storms
high seas eskimos indians in this
book he shows how he has discovered
himself and his world

the title theZU island within is taken
from nelsonsbelsonsNelsons belief that over many
years he has fed from a specific
island and his body is formed from
that food but more importantly the
island has nourished him spiritually
and now he feels and sees himself as
part of that piece of the world

the earth and sea flow in my
blood the free wind breathes through
me the clear sky gazes out from
within my eyes these eyes that see
the island are also made from it these
hands that write of the island are also

made from it and the heart that loves
the island has something of the islands
heart inside

how did all of this come aboutabout9abouts
nelson came to alaska as a student
with no knowledge of hunting and but
charingchenngchering animals he was soon im
mersed in the daily life of eskimo
based on hunting and fishing harehere
was a place where you couldnt drive
to the local supermarket to buy your
hamburger or sandwich ifyou didnt
catch fish kill a caribou or seal and
butcher them out for human consump-
tion you and your fanfamilyadlydly starved

he then lived among the people of
the interior those whom others call
athabascansaftbascansAthabascans his personal knowledge
and spirituality expanded both in range
and depthdept if was like growing up all
over again

the island within is more than a
reflective look at life inin southeastern
it isis nelsonsbelsonsNel sons thoughts about himself
and the world he lives in he repeated-
ly refers to the wisdom of the koyukon
indians at first their way of life with
its subsistence hunting and fishing by
descendants of the firstfast americans ap
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pears to be rather simple
nelson shows that it is a rich source

of understanding and guidance for
modem man

in his early books nelsonsbelsonsNelsons writing
was typical of the trained aladenacadenacademiciandaciandcian
writing for others like himself over
the years he has matured as a writer
with a style and command of the
language that captures the readers at-
tention and imagination

I1 first read this book as I1 do many
others from cover to cover in a short
period of time but that was like gulp-
ing down caviar the best way to read
the island within is to take a few
pages a day and read them slowly
then set the book aside and come back
to it the next day it is filled with gems
of insight and understanding another

anthropologist told me that he thought
inin many places it was too personal
and intimate

no this isis nelson telling his story
of his feelings his response to a death
inin the family his ambivalence between
gently caressing and killing a deer his
dismay at the destruction of the en-
vironmentvironment in the name of progress and
money this isis how he sees the world

the island within isnt really an-
thropologythropology it is not mere biography
it is not a sermon it isis dick nelson
describing his response to the world
of birds plants fish deer and humans
in light of what he has learned from
the native people of alaska over the
past quarter century

but nelson isis also a good teacher
what he is doing isis baring his soul to
the world so that others may accept or
reject what he has to say like a good
teacher a reader cant just walk away
from what he says you have to think
about it

if you enjoy thinking good writing
the world around you inin alaska then
I1 think you will enjoy the island
within


